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This annual report provides cover lens shipments for consumer applications and a five-
year forecast. The report includes an analysis and data in pivot table format of different 
applications, cover materials, shape, location, and sizes. 

The report also reviews topics related to the cover lens industry, 3D cover lens finishing, surface 
coating development, flexible cover lens development, cover lens suppliers and finishers and more, 
which enables subscribers to see the dynamics of the cover glass industry. 

Additionally, this report includes 30 cost modelings and analysis that enable subscribers to see the key 
elements that have an impact on the total cost of cover lens common to the industry. 

 

 
 
Key Issues Addressed 
− Cover lens end market forecast for 

application in shipment, revenue 
and area 

− Cover lens material market forecast 
for application in shipment, revenue 
and area 

− Comprehesive pivot parameters for 
data break-down and handy use 

− Detailed cover lens manufacturing 
process, coating, technologies 
introduction 

− Cover lens cost modeling and what 
factors have a significant impact on 
total cost 

 

 
 
Applicable To  
− Brand manufacturers, OEMs, ODMs 

for mobile phones 
− Procurement managers for display 

components 
− Display/touch module suppliers 
− Product planning managers 
− Procurement managers for display 

components 
− Cover lens finisher suppliers 
− Product marketing intelligence 

managers 
− Procurement managers for components 

− Cover lens material suppliers 
− Product marketing intelligence 

managers 
− Investment community 
− Fund managers, investors, analysts 

with an interest in the cover lens 
industry 

 

 

 

 

ACTUALS AND FORECAST  

Frequency, Time Period 

Annual update 

Two-year result & five-year forecast 

Measures 
− End market demand and forecast for 

major consumer applications by 
different parameters 

− Material market demand and forecast 
for major consumer applications by 
different parameters 

− Material classify (Al-Si, Soda lime, 
Plastic, Sapphire, ceramic, colourless 
PI) 

− Shape classify (2D, 2.5D, 3D, 
foldable) 

− Cover glass manufacturing process 
− Surface coating 
− Cover lens cost modelling and 

parameter impact analysis 

PRODUCTS COVERED 
− Cover lenses for major consumer 

applications 
 

TECHNOLOGIES COVERED 
− Cover lens manufacturing process 
− New materials for flexible cover lens 
− Profile/notch cutting study on CG and 

TFT glass 
− Surface coating treatments 
− 3D cover lens finishing 
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markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions 
to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights 
that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government 
customers, including 85 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. Headquartered 
in London, IHS Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth. 
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